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PART 2 - PRODUCTS

GENERAL

	All equipment and materials used shall be standard components that are regularly manufactured and used in the manufacturer’s system.


	All systems and components shall have been thoroughly tested and proven in actual use.


	All systems and components shall be provided with the availability of a toll free 24- hour technical support phone number from the manufacturer. This no charge service shall be available to dealers, installers and end users.


	All systems and components shall be provided with an explicit 3-year manufacturer warranty.


NETWORK CAMERA DOME FEATURES

	The compact network dome shall be comprised of a camera/lens and pan/tilt drive in an attractive covert enclosure. It shall be sold in a variety of prepackaged configurations with choices in environment, mounting configuration, camera resolution, and lower dome types. A pressurized and high-impact version shall be available. Models shall be available with 1080p (2 MP, low light), 720p (1 MP) and VGA (SD) resolutions.


	The motorized dome shall employ a modular design with an internal CPU and a customer interface board that provides connections for an external power supply input, four alarm inputs, one relay output and network wiring. On-board memory shall be retained in the housing; installation and servicing shall be easy.


	The network dome shall be shall provide network video transmission using either MPEG-4, open platform H.264 or M-JPEG compression. The dome shall support ONVIF open architecture connectivity to enable third party software recording. The camera dome shall transmit high quality video across the network for remote viewing and recording and shall be configurable remotely from network digital video recorders and master workstations


	Alarm inputs shall be individually programmable for their functional state (enabled or disabled), reporting state (report on or off), active state (high or low), acknowledge mode (manual, momentary or automatic), automatic acknowledge dwell time control, set and reset action (action when triggered or reset) and displayed title text. The relay output shall be output type (momentary or latching).


	Programmable titling shall be provided for the camera and every preset position, alarm, relay, and sector. Titles shall be enabled or disabled individually or globally. The overall position of the titles and display frame position shall be programmable. The capability to fade titles after a programmable time shall be provided.


	There shall be 79 individual programmable preset positions available, each having a variable preset solve speed of 1 sec (nominal) and accuracy of 0.1°. The dome’s 360 degree view shall be programmable for a maximum of 16 sectors. Each sector shall have the capability to be blanked out (no video display). In addition, the blanked out area shall be scalable. The number and size of sectors shall be programmable and have a custom title.


	There shall be eight tours available with 32 steps per tour. Tour steps shall include preset positions with speed control, relay control, alarm acknowledge, save/recall camera status, repeat tour, call another tour, call an autotour and dwell timing control. There shall be two autotours available with 256 pan, tilt and zoom functions per autotour. Timing shall be dynamic or as is actually programmed with the joystick and push buttons.


	Pan and tilt functions shall be programmable. Maximum manual pan and tilt speeds shall be programmable. Maximum pan speed shall be 400 degrees/sec and maximum tilt speed shall be 150 degrees/sec. Pan and tilt speeds shall also be scalable to the zoom setting. 


	Three camera/lens shall be available:  1080p: 1/2.8-in. progressive scan CMOS day/night with a 4.7-94 mm varifocal lens (optical 20x); 720p: 1/3-in. progressive scan CCD day/night  with a 4.4-132 mm varifocal lens (optical 30x); VGA: 1/4-in. progressive scan CCD day/night  with a 3.3-119 mm varifocal lens (optical 36x). The camera shall feature wide dynamic range to provide the highest quality image with excellent contrast; the 720p and VGA models shall offer electronic image stabilization.


	The camera shall provide high level, programmable functions. Configuration of the dome shall be done through a web browser. The gain control shall be adjustable. The shutter speed shall be automatic or manual. The camera shall have white balance gain using red and blue scales. Backlight compensation or Wide Dynamic Range shall be programmable. Synchronization shall be internal for the HD versions and internal/external for the VGA version.


	The basic ceiling mounted version shall be designed to mount into any dropped
or hard ceiling having the capacity to support the dome’s weight. There shall be 
an optional mounting kit for ceilings not able to support the dome’s weight.


	The indoor pendant version shall be mounted using a molded thermoplastic housing and 1-1/2 inch NPT threaded fitting. The outdoor high-impact/pressurized pendant model shall be mounted using a die-cast aluminum housing and 1-1/2 inch NPT threaded fitting and shall include a molded thermoplastic sunshield and additional environmental control.


	A real time clock and scheduler shall be available on all models. Up to 64 events shall be able to be scheduled for action at a programmed time of day. Events that may be scheduled include a preset, turning a relay on or off, enabling or disabling an alarm, and calling a tour or an autotour.


	16 individual zoom-scalable programmable dynamic privacy masks shall be available for simultaneous display on screen; 80 total shall be available.


	Programmable azimuth and compass display shall be available. The compass shall be programmed for absolute North and shall display 8 compass headings (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW). Pan and tilt degrees shall be displayed with a 1° resolution.


	Motion detection capability shall be available. There shall be 12 predefined zones for motion detection. Each zone has 3 sensitivity levels. Programmable actions may be associated with each detection zone, including calling another preset, turning a relay on or off, and calling a tour or an autotour.


	The capability to freeze an image during a preset solve shall be available. The control shall be global and affect all preset solves. The freeze of an image during preset solve conserves bandwidth and storage when recording using a motion compensated recording system.


	The capability to flip (invert) the video image shall be available. This feature is useful when mounting units in an inverted position. All pan/tilt and compass displays are automatically adjusted for the inverted image.


	Multilanguage menu system shall be provided, including English, Spanish, French, German and Italian.


	The dome shall have a maximum video transmission rate of 30 fps (25 fps PAL).


	Audio input shall be provided.


	The dome shall be capable of 10 simultaneous viewing/recording streams per camera.


NETWORK VIDEO TRANSMISSION

	Compression:		H.264, M-JPEG

Video Output:		720p: 1280 x 720 @ 30 fps
1080p: 1920 x 1080 @ 30 fps
Programming Interface:	ONVIF, NTCIP or Vicon API
Protocols:		IP, HTTP, RTSP/RTP, DNS client, FTP, SMTP, PPPoE, TCP/IP, DHCP, UDP, Multicast, NTP, DDNS, IGMP, ARP, SOAP, WSDL, WS-Discovery

CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS

	Imaging Device:		1080p: 1/2.8-inch progressive scan CMOS
720p: 1/3-inch progressive scan CCD
VGA: 1/4-inch progressive scan CCD

Effective Picture Elements:	1080p: 1952 x 1236 (H x V)
720p:1348 x 746 (H x V)
VGA: 811 x 508 (H x V)
	Synchronization In:	1080p/720p: Internal
VGA: Internal/External
Horizontal Resolution:	VGA: 540 TVL (color and B&W)
	Shutter Speed:		1080p/720p: 1/8/1/4 to 1/30,000 sec
VGA: Automatic/Manual: 1/4 to 1/10,000 sec
	Gain Control:		Automatic/Manual
WDR	:	On/Off selectable
Backlight Compensation:	On/Off selectable 
	Sensitivity:	1080p/720p: Color: 0.3/0.25 lux, 1/30s, IRcf On 
B&W: 0.003/0.006 lux, 1/4s, IRcf Off @30IRE, f/1.4, 
VGA: Color: 0.5 lux, IRcf On
B&W: 0.01 lux IRcf Off @ 1/4s 50IRE, f/1.4
	Iris Control:		1080p/720p; VGA: Automatic/Manual; Automatic;

Video Focus:		Automatic/Manual (near-far)
White Balance:		Automatic/Manual; red/blue gain adjustable
Lens:		1080p: 4.7 – 94 mm, f/1.6 (wide) - f/3.5 (tele); 
                    59.6° – 3.2° horizontal angle of view
                    720p: 4.4 – 132 mm, f/1.4 (wide) - f/4.6 (tele)
                    62.9° – 2.2° horizontal angle of view
                    VGA: 3.3 – 119 mm, f/1.4 (wide) - f/4.2 (tele)
                    60.2° – 1.8° horizontal angle of view


ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Input Voltage:	18-30 VAC. (Will operate within spec on voltages up to 32 VAC. For voltages between 30-32 VAC, use a Class 3 indoor/dry or outdoor/wet power supply.) PoE+ on indoor unit only.
	Current (@ 24 VAC):	Indoor: 1.0 A

Outdoor: 2.2 A
	Power Consumption:	Indoor: 20 W max

					Outdoor: 70 W max, including heater.
	Power Connector:	2-position removable screw terminal block 
	Network Connector:	RJ-45 CAT 5

Audio Connector:	2 1/8-in. phono jacks
	Alarm Input:	8-position removable screw terminal block
Video Out:	RJ-45 connector
Relay:	4-position removable screw terminal block.
	Radio Frequency	
	Emission Rating: 	FCC Class A

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Operating Temperature:	Indoor: 32° to 132°F (0° to 55°C)

	Outdoor: -40° to 132°F (-40° to 55°C) continuous 
	rotation

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Diameter:			Indoor Ceiling

Diameter: 7.1-in. (180 mm).
Height: 9.7-in. (246 mm).
Indoor Pendant
Diameter: 8.0-in. (203 mm).
Height: 10.0-in. (254 mm).
Impact-Resistant/Outdoor Pendant
Diameter: 9.0-in. (228 mm).
Height: 10.3-in. (262 mm).
Lower Dome
5.9-in. (150 mm) 
	Pressurized
	Diameter: 9.5-in. (241 mm).
Height: 10.2-in. (259 mm).
Lower Dome
		6.0-in. (152 mm) 
		
	Weight: 			Indoor Ceiling: 4.6 lb (2.1 kg).

Indoor Pendant: 4.2 lb (1.9 kg).
Impact-Resistant/Outdoor Pendant: 7.2 lb (3.3 kg).
Pressurized: 12.0 lb (5.4 kg)

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

	Application:	Outdoor/Impact-Resistant; IP66

	Pressurized; IP67
	Indoor Pendant; IP52
		Indoor In-Ceiling; IP51

CERTIFICATIONS

	UL
	FCC, Class A
	CE

ONVIF Profile S compliant

WARRANTY

	3 years, parts and labor 


APPROVED MANUFACTURERS

	The camera dome shall be Vicon Industries Model Surveyor HD series:

1080p:
SN220C-L (Indoor In-Ceiling)
SN220D-L (Indoor Pendant)
SN220W-L (Outdoor Pendant)
SN220M-L (High-Impact)
SN220P-L (Pressurized)

720p:
SN130C (Indoor In-Ceiling)
SN130D (Indoor Pendant)
SN130W (Outdoor Pendant)
SN130M (High-Impact)
SN130P (Pressurized)

VGA (SD):
SN036W (Outdoor Pendant)
SN036M (High-Impact)
SN036P (Pressurized)
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